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Recent restrictions on metallurgic raw material exports

(Russia scrap – India iron ore)

Impact assessment from EU steel industry perspective  



Russian export restrictions ferrous scrap securing domestic raw

material base to support development downstream steel industry

Currently 15% export duty - minimum 15 €/t.
Reduced export duty after WTO accession, but 
new limitation customs clearance export 
points announced

Russian scrap exports decreased by -75% 
(2004 – 2009) 

Russian scrap-based steel capacities
(EAF) expected to double by 2016

Scrap becoming a «critical» raw
material for the further expansion 
of the Russian steel industry
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Russia announcing measures to reduce checkpoints for ferrous scrap exports 

including the closure of St-Petersburg port clearance point (2.5 mio tonnes of 

scrap handling) by autumn this year allegedly for reasons related to 

environmental and security protection in the St-Petersburg region. 

Compensation would need new scrapping capacity and improved infrastructure at 

Vyborg (currently around 80 kt of scrap handling capacity with access for only 

small vessels, around 100 km from St-Petersburg).  

St-Petersburg is currently the major port for scrap exports to the EU (Spain, 

Netherlands, Finland, Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Poland  and UK).

The EU market represents around 30% of total Russian ferrous scrap exports of 

which 50% to Spain only.
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India systematically imposing and adapting iron ore export restrictions: 

– Securing supply benefiting emerging domestic steel industry

– Inflating spot CIF China prices supporting higher quarterly contract

prices imposed by the dominant oligopoly of the big three miners (Vale,

BHPB & Rio Tinto)
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Indian iron ore export restrictions including regional export bans and permits 
and export tariffs (recently up to 20%) tend to inflate artificially the iron ore 
spot price CIF China (95% of total Indian iron ore exports of around 110 
million tonnes are shipped to China). This government-induced trend is 
reflected in higher iron ore prices to be paid by EU steel companies through the 
imposition by the dominance of the big three miners of quarterly contract 
pricing based on indices following the evolution of the spot CIF China price


